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Switch-Induced Error Voltage on a
Switched Capacitor

BING J. SHEU, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE, ANp CHENMING HU, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract —A concise arrafytical expression for switch-induced error

voltage on a switched capacitor is derived from the distributed MQSFET
model. The result, however, can be interpreted in terms of a simple lumped

equivalent circuit. With this expression we explore the dependence of the

error voltage on process, switch turnoff rate, source resistance, and other

circuit parameters. These results can be used to qnic$fy predict the error

voltage. The analytical expression is supported by the close agreement with

computer simulations and experiments.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Conductance coefficient

Storage capacitance
Gate-drain overlap capacitance

Gate capacitance (excluding overlap capacitance)

Gate capacitance per unit area

Channel conductance

Effective channel length (L~,.W, – 2L~)

Lateral diffusion distance

Substrate doping

Source resistance of the signal voltage source

Gate-oxide thickness

Gate voltage falling rate

Gate voltage

High value of V~

Low value of V~

Signal voltage at the source

Threshold voltage with back-gate bias

Zero-bias threshold voltage

Error voltage at drain end at time t

Error voltage at drain end after gate voltage

reaches V~

Absolute value Of vd~

Channel width.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE error voltage induced by the turning off of an

MOS switch is one of the fundamental factors that

limit the accuracy of switched-capacitor circuits, such as
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Fig. ~. Schematic of the switch circuit under study
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A/D, D/A converters, and filters (1]. An MOS transistor

holds mobile charges in its channel when it is on. When the

transistor turns off, some portion of the mobile charges is

transferred to the storage capacitor and causes an error in

the sampled voltage (see Fig. 1). The clock voltage

feedthrough through the gate–drain overlap capacitance

also contributes to the error. The turnoff of an MOS switch

consists of two distinct phases. During the first phase, the

tr~sistor is on and a conduction channel extends from the

source to the drain of the transistor. As the gate volta~ge

falls, mobile charges exit through both the source end and

the drain end. When the gate voltage reaches the threshold

voltage, the conduction channel disappears (subthreshold

conduction is not included in our analytical analysis), and

the transistor enters the second phase of turnoff. During

this phase, only the clock feedthrough through the

gate-drain overlap capacitance continues to increase the

error voltage. The switch-induced error voltage on a

switched capacitor can be reduced by turning off the

switch very slowly to allow charges to return to the source

end and by minimizing the part of gate voltage swing that

is below the threshold voltage to minimize the effect of the

gate-drain overlap capacitance. Compensation schemes [2],

[3] have been used to reduce the switch-induced error

voltage. However, little work has been done on the analysis

of this phenomenon.

In this paper, we analyze the switching-off behavior of

the MOS switch. An analytical expression for the switch-

induced error voltage is derived. Using this expression we

explore the dependence of the error voltage on process a~d

gate voltage falling rate. These results can be used to
quickly predict the error voltage. Finally, computer simula-

tions and experiments are used to validate the analysis. The

derivation of the lumped model from the distributed model

is discussed in Appendix I.
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Fig. 2. Eqnivafent lumped models for the circuit shown in Fig. 1. (a)
VH,> VG > V’ + VT. (b) V’+ VT> VG > V~. This equivalent circuit is
derived in Appendix I.

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ERROR VOLTAGE

We assume that the charge pumping phenomenon [4]

due to the capture of channel charges by the interface traps

is not significant. In other words, when the transistor turns

off, all the channel mobile charges exit through the source

and drain ends. The circuit schematic to be analyzed is

shown in Fig. 1 (NMOS switch is used for illustration). The

source end of the switch is connected to a signal voltage

source with value l+, and the drain end is connected to a

storage capacitor with capacitance CL. The equivalent

lumped models for the circuit during the first and second

phases of turnoff are shown in Fig. 2. The configuration of

the lumped model is not arbitrarily chosen but results from

an exact analysis of the distributed MOSFET model as

shown in the Appendix.

From the KCL law

c~%=-i’+(c+%)d(v>i”d) ‘1)

We assume that the gate voltage is a ramp function which

begins to fall at time O from the high value V~ toward the

low value V~ at a falling rate U

VG= VH– Ut. (2)

Under the condition ldV~/dtl >> du~/dtll, (1) simplifies to

c~%=-i’-(cl+%)u ‘3)

1This assumption is also neededm denvmg the lumped model. See
Appendix L

When the transistor is operated in the strong inversion

region ( VH > VG > v’s + ‘~),

i~=Gv~=fl(V&.-Ut)v~ (4)

where

Equation (3) becomes

The solution of the differential equation is

“.(’)=-m[co’:.%]e
“{erf[m4-erf[G@41 “)

At t’= V~~/U, the threshold condition is reached ( V~ = V~

+ VT) and the first phase ends. After that only the

gate-drain overlap capacitor continues to contribute to th~

error voltage. The error voltage at this time is

rT UCL
Vd(t)=- ~

(7)

When the gate voltage reaches its final value V~, the total

amount of switch-induced error voltage on a switched

capacitor is

-&~+V, -V~). (8)

It is well known that

(1 if.x>>l

erf(x) =

1%’(’-~) ifx<<~

therefore, (8) can be

cases:

for slow switching-off

simplified under the two extreme

*>>u

2CL

Udm =

Col+ +

CL )r* +>(VS+VT– VJ (9)
L
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for fast switching-off

III. DEPENDENCE ON PROCESS

PARAMETERS
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The switch-induced error voltage on a switched capacitor

i$ affected by many factors. The factors of the greatest

interest are the gate voltage falling rate, signal voltage

level, substrate doping, oxide thickness, transistor size, and

source resistance of the signal voltage source. Common

parameter values used in the following examples are: W= 4
pfn, L = 3.3 pm, L~ = (S.35pm, CL= 2 pF, tox= 70 nm,

N S* = 5.0* 1014 cm–3, p’TO =0.6~, ~H=5V, V~=OV,

fl=l V“ns-l, and I.L.C; X=25*10”6 A“V-2. These are

tfiical values to be found in the state-of-the-art circuit

designs. From (8) we notice that the switch-induced error

voltage of an NMOS switch is negative, In the following

discussion we will focus on the absolute value of this error

voltage and denote it as Udw.

A. Dependence on Gate Voltage Falling Rate

Error voltage ud~ is plotted against the gate voltage fall-

ing rate ranging from 104 V“ S-l to 1011 V“ s-l for four

signal voltage levels, O, 1, 2, and 3 V in Fig. 3. In the case of

slow falling rate, most of the channel charges return to the

source when the switch is on, and the error voltage is

priniarily due to the clock feedthrough of the gate-drain

overlap capacitance after the switch is turned off. At a very

slow fding rate, U& saturates at ( 1“~+ VT – VL ) CO1/CL, as

can be seen from (9). In the case of fast falling rate, nearly

one half of the channel charges are deposited in the storage

capacitor and ud~ saturates at VH~(CO1 + C.X/2)/CL +

(VS + V* – VL)CO1/CL as can be seen from (10). From Fig.

3, it is obvious that the dependence of Udm on V~ may be

minimized by judiciously choosing the falling rate.

~. Dependence on Signal Voltage Level and Substrate

Doping

Error voltage Udn is plotted against signal voltage V’ for

five substrate dopings in Fig. 4. As the substrate doping

increases, body effect increases accordingly, which in turn
causes the threshold voltage in (8) to become more sensi-

tive to Vs. The argument of the error function in expression

(8) is smaller for large V~ or heavier substrate doping. As

long as the first term in (8) dominates, e.g., at fast falling

rates, ud~ is a strong function of V~ and more so in the

heavy-substrate-doping circuits.
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Fig. 3. The error voltage as a function of the gate voltage falling rate for
four signal voltage levels.
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Fig. 4. The error voltage as a function of the signal voltage level for five
substrate dopings.

C. Dependence on Oxide Thickness

Advances in silicon technologies continue to make

smaller MOS device dimensions possible. As the device size

shrinks, the oxide thickness reduces, too. If storage capaci-

tor oxide and gate oxide are scaled by the same factcm,

(Cl + COX/2)/C~ remains constant. The effect of CL in-
crease due to oxide reduction is exactly balanced by the

effect of ~ increase (assuming constant W/L) such that

the square root term and the error function term in (8) are

unaltered. Hence, error voltage ud~ is not affected.

D. Dependence on Channel Width and Length

Transistor size is one of the most important variables ih

circuit design. Designers have to choose the appropriate

combination of transistor sizes in order to achieve opti-

mum circuit performance. Error vohage Udm iS plotted
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Fig. 5. The error voltage as a function of transistor channel length for
four channel widths

against channel length ranging from 1 to 10 pm for four

different channel widths, 1, 4, 7, and 10 pm in Fig, 5. It is

clear that smaller transistor size introduces smaller error

voltage with the set of typical circuit parameter values

listed at the beginning of this section.

E. Effect of Source Impedance

Source impedance of the signal voltage affects the error

voltage. The circuit schematic which includes a source

resistance is shown in Fig. 6. Derivation of the analytical

model including source resistance is quite similar to that

without source resistance and is attached as Appendix II.

Error voltage is plotted against source resistance in Fig. 7.

As the source resistance increases, fewer channel charges

return to the source end of the transistor and error voltage

becomes larger.

IV. COMPARISON WITH COMPUTER SIMULATION

To validate the model, computer simulations using the

SPICE 2G [5], [6] circuit simulation program have been

performed. The circuit configuration for computer simula-

tions is the same as that of Fig. 1. One example of a SPICE

input file is as follows:

lMSL JUUKNAL Vk SVLIIJ-STATE CIRCUITS, VOL. SC-lY, NO. 4, AUGUST 1YX4

‘HkL

&

L-J
R~

1 CL
“s

—

Fig, 6. Schematic of theswitch circuit with source resistor.

— ANALYTICAL MODEL

❑ a u SIMULATION

A A A SIMULATION W 0.5PF
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the anatytic and computer simulated results of
the error voltage as a function of source resistance. Computer simulated
results with 0.5 pF/1 pF capacitance in parallel with R ~ are also
shown.

SIMULATION OF SWITCH-INDUCED ERROR VOLTAGE ON A SWITCHED CAPACITOR

* XQC <0.5 FOR CHARGE CONTROLLED MODEL

M12130~oDNW=4UL=4U

CSTORAGE 2 0 2P

. MODEL MODN NMOS LEVEL= 2 Tox = 70N NSUB = 5E14 KP = 25U LD = 0.35U

+ VTO = 0.6 VMAX = 5E4 CGSO = 1.7255E-10 CGDO = 1.7255E-10 XQC = 0.4999

VG 10 PWL (O 5 10N 5 60N O)

VS30DC0

.OPTIONS ABSTOL = 1~-14 CHGTOL = 13-16 RELTOL = lE-5

.TRAN IN 65N

.PRINT TRAN V(2)V(1)

.END.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the analytic and computer simulated transient
responses for three different gate voltage faflmg rates.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the analytic and computer simulated results of
the error voltage as a function of the gate voltage falling rate.

The analytical transient response, (6), and computer

simulated results for three different gate voltage falling

rates 0.1 V/ns, 0.2 V/ns, and 0.5 V/ns are shown in Fig.

8. The close correspondence between the analytical analy-

sis and the computer simulation is evident. The error

voltage is plotted against the gate voltage falling rate for

both the analytical and simulation results in Fig. 9. The

agreement is excellent. Error voltages from both analytical

and computer simulated results are shown in Fig, 7, Com-

puter simulated result is shown in Fig. 7 together with the

analytical result for the circuit schematic of Fig. 6. They

match very well, Two other curves of simulated results in

Fig. 7 correspond to the case where source capacitance

exists in parallel with source resistance, The existence of
the source capacitor compensates the effect of source resis-

tance and inhibits the error voltage from increasing too

much. The larger the capacitance is, the more the com-

pensation effect will be.

A charge controlled model is used in the SPICE simula-

tion by specifying the XQC parameter a value smaller than

Fig. 10. Turnoff transient response of the switched-capacitor circuit
shown in Fig. 1. The top curve is the waveform applied to the gate. The
bottom curve is the error voltage waveform at the drain.

0.5 so that charge conservation is retained. If the XQC

parameter is assigned a value greater than or equal to 0.5,

Meyer’s capacitance model is automatically employed and

charge conservation is not guaranteed [7]. Meyer’s capaci-

tance model is implemented in a SPICE MOS level[-2

model in such a manner as to improve the convergence of

circuit simulation [8]. However, it might introduce a small

error to those transient simulations which are very sensitive

to the capacitive currents of the transistors. The error

introduced is insignificant for most circuit simulations but

may be quite serious in simulating switched-capacitor cir-

cuits. One curve corresponding to simulated results using

SPICE MOS level-2 and Meyer’s capacitance model is also

shown in Fig. 9. The SPICE simulation with Meyer’s

capacitance model generates an error of a fraction of a

millivolt. The analytical model presented in this paper has

no hidden error to the extent that its underlying assump-

tions, which are easily identified, are valid.

V. EXPERIMENTAL WSULTS

Experimental transistors for the MOS switch were dle-
signed and fabricated using a local oxidation polysilicon

gate CMOS process. The transistor parameters are listed in

Table I. The stray capacitance between the probes of a

on-wafer testing station is quite large when the probes are
close to each other. We put the transistors inside a 24-pin

package to reduce such interprobe capacitance.

A precision capacitance meter is employed to determine

the effective storage capacitance CL existing at the drain

end. The measured value was 24.5 pF. Fig. 10 shows a

typical turnoff transient response of the switched capacitor
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Fig. 12. Dktributed model for the circuit shown m Flg 1

circuit studied. The top curve is ~G ( t) and the bottom

curve is u~( t).The lower linear part of the bottom curve,

corresponding to the second phase of switch turnoff, was

used to extract the total capacitance between the gate pin

and the drain pin of the switch, including the true transis-

tor gate-drain overlap and the parasitic probe capacitances.

The obtained value was 195 fF. It was used as COI in (8).

Switch-induced error voltage was measured against the

gate voltage falling rate ranging from 4 X 105 V.s -l to

3.3 X 107 V os-1 for two different signal voltage levels, O

and 0.2 V. Fig. 11 shows the measured data and calculated

results from the analytical model (8). Good agreement is

found in both cases.

VI. CONCLUSION

An analytical expression for the switch-induced error

voltage on a switched capacitor is presented. The expres-

sion plainly predicts the dependence of the error voltage on

gate voltage falling rate, signal voltage level, transistor size,

and process changes. For example, the error voltage in-

creases with increasing V~ at low gate voltage falling rates

and decreases with increasing 1(~ at high gate voltage

falling rates. Computer simulations and experiments affirm

the validity of the analysis. The compact expression (8)

should be convenient in the analysis of switched-capacitor

circuits.

APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF THE LUMPED MODEL FROM THE

DISTRIBUTED MODEL

Referring to Fig. 12,

di =_c, Wd[V#(y)]

~ ‘x dt

dV~

= – CO’XW dr

dV~
i(y) = i(o)–c:xw~y

dV~
i~-i(L) =i(0)– C&lVL~

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

ud=o(L)=i(0)#L–ci.R~h~~
_i(0) COXdV~
—

G– 2G dt “
(A5)

Eliminate i(0) from (A3) by using (A5)

C dV~
i~=v~G–s—

2dt”

It is obvious that

dV~
cL~=–id+col~.

(A6)

(A7)

Hence we obtain the desired expression

c~%=-’u~+(col++)%

‘-i~+(cl++)% ‘A8)

Expression (A8) may be interpreted with a equivalent

lumped circuit as shown in Fig. 2(a). It is trivial to show

that Fig. 12 reduces to Fig. 2(b) for V~ < V~ + VT.

APPENDIX II

DERIVATION OF THE ANALYTIC MODEL INCLUDING

SOURCE llLSISTANCE

Referring to Fig. 6 and (A8), KCL law at node A and

node B requires

c~+=-i’d+(cl+%d(v‘B1)
ik=i~+icol+ad(viu’) ‘B2)
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With the same assumptions in Section II, when the transis-

tor is on, (Bl) and (B2) simplify to

(0 J ‘B4)+=/3( vHT-ut)(od-uJ+ C1+Q u.
s

Using (B4) to eliminate U, from (B3), we obtain a first-order

differential equation,

c~=– p(vHT-ut)
L dt 1+/3Rs(V~T-Ut) ‘d-(co,+%)’

[
. 2–

1

l+~Rs(V~~– Ut) 1U. (B5)

Solving this differential equation and including the clock

feedthrough due to gate–drain overlap capacitance when

the transistor is off, we get the complete solution,

N
co~+~

udm=~(v~+v,-v~)+u~
L

[1
v

.exp –—
UC;Rs

( )(t 1

“ ‘Xp CLRs 2– 1+/3R~(V~~-U$) )
dt.

(B6)
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